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**Books Authored**


**Books, Journals and Proceedings Edited**


**Chapters in Books**


**Book Reviews**


**Conference Presentations - Oral**


Tyagi, A.P., 2004. Plant Genetic Resources (PGR): educational needs in the Pacific region and PGR education at the University of the South Pacific. Secretariat of the Pacific Community PGR Education and PAPGREN Meeting, the University of the South Pacific Alafua Campus, Apia, Samoa, 4-8 October 2004.
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Newspaper Articles


Newsletter Articles


Professional and Technical Reports


**Scholarly Comments**


**Working Papers**


**Creative Works**


**Other Outputs - videos**


**NOTES:**

The references in bold represent those research outputs for which further information is required for the reference details to be complete.

The faculty structure did not exist at USP during 2001-2005. Staff were classified into Schools during this period.